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Alighiero Boetti: ‘La Forza del Centro’
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Embroidery on fabric by Alighiero Boetti, from 1989.

The mysterious embroidered arazzi — word squares — of the Italian artist Alighiero Boetti
(1940-1994) are among the most intensely eye-catching of all Conceptual art. Their vivid,
mosaiclike grids of blocky letters — so similar yet always different — seem eminently covetable,
but their meanings are more difficult to grasp. This splendid presentation, along with the
checklist, starts to unlock their secrets; the gallery has a catalog in the works that will translate
all titles and texts.
Boetti’s embroideries reflect his desire to span time and space, erase cultural divisions and
contrast order and disorder. They were made from 1971 to 1994 by Afghan craftswomen who
worked according to the artist’s designs but usually chose the colors themselves.
The arazzi in this show were made in the 1980s and early ’90s, after the craftswomen relocated
to Pakistan in the aftermath of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The larger ones — 25 squares
by 25 squares — combine Italian and Persian texts, contrasting geometric European letters and
flowing Persian calligraphy in checkerboard patterns, alternating bands, grids or cruciform
shapes. They have a bubbling randomness, like fountains.
The speaking-in-tongues effect is not imagined: the text includes poems and sayings. The Italian
words may also relay titles and dates (often one and the same), Boetti’s name and his and his
collaborators’ home cities (Rome and Peshawar, Pakistan).
The Persian script can also convey personal expressions of homesickness, homages to the
Afghan landscape, laments about its destruction in the war. The smaller arazzi often stick to
Italian. Some are mirroring pairs, the same phrase backward and forward. Others are
embroidered in variegated thread, and resemble television static. Some of the smallest have only
three or four colors, which increases their abstractness.
The brilliance of the gridded colors combined with the collective nature of the fabrication
process relates Boetti’s embroideries to both Sol LeWitt’s collaborative wall drawings and the
color explorations of Josef Albers’s concentric squares. But the textiles, in which naturally
colored materials are ordered and compressed by weaving, have a pictorial power all their own.

